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A Report on National award received by Ravi Makwana
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There are lakhs of volunteers enrolled in NSS and all of them work hard for
the development and betterment of society. It is a proud moment for an NSS
volunteer to get recognized for his work and receive National award. Among
thousands NSS volunteers enrolled in Gujarat technological University two
volunteers won National award and it is a matter of pride for GTU and the
whole state of Gujarat.
One of the volunteer was of NSS unit of Vishwakarma Government
engineering college, Ravi Makwana who has been awarded the NSS National
Award for the year 2018-19 by our honorable President, Shri Ramnath Kovind
on the occasion of the 51st anniversary of NSS. Ravi Makwana has
contributed remarkably in the field of plastic free India,Women safety
awareness, child education, road safety as well as environmentwhich has been
a crucial help to the society. He is truly dedicated towards his duties and
would also invigorate his fellow companions for the same. Ravi is also
awarded the State NSS award for best volunteer for his remarkable work and
selfless service. He beleives that a balance between education and social work
is the essence. True meaning of learning is only when we work selflessly.
Ravi has a very clear vision about his future and promises to give his
contribution in social work, community upliftment thereby playing a role of
an ideal citizen to the nation. Ravi dedicate this award to entire team of NSS
VGEC and is thankful to Dr. Alpesh Dafda, programmer officer of NSS
VGEC and coordinator of NSS GTU, Mr.Kamal Kumar kar sir , Dr. N.N

Bhuptani, Principal of NSS VGEC and respected Girdhar Upadhyay, Regional
director Gujarat for their continuous support and motivation.
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